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Nowadays, microgrids are expanding due to their numerous benefits. However,
the control and protection of microgrids is a serious challenge. All the
implemented plans for the protection of microgrids have drawbacks. This study
presents a bi-level multi-agent system (MAS) approach to microgrids protection.
The first level is responsible for microgrid lines protection. Firstly, it calculates
the pilot impedance of each line. The pilot impedance is a limited number for
internal faults of the line, but it is infinite for external faults of the line. so, the
line’s internal fault is detected by evaluation of pilot impedance with a
predetermined value. The second level is responsible for Distributed Generation
(DGs) protection. Firstly, it decomposes the DGs output signals by Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT). Then, it multiplies the summations of the first and
second level’s details of each signal together as CC index. CC is zero in normal
grid conditions and has a negative peak with a sharp negative rate in external faults,
and will experience a positive peak with a sharp positive rate for internal faults
and changes with a very slow rate in case of grid’s natural transitions. So, the agent
detects the fault by evaluating the CC. The simulation results in a 5-bus microgrid
indicate the proposed scheme protects the microgrid with a reliability of 100%
with considering all microgrid’s uncertainties.
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1.

Introduction

A microgrid is defined in different ways from different
perspectives. For example, the USA Energy Agency
defines a microgrid as: “A microgrid consists of several
loads and specific DG sources that can be controlled on
their own. The microgrid can also be operated connected
to the main grid or separately from it.” Or from the
perspective of the National Council for Electrical
Systems, a microgrid is as: “A microgrid is a distribution
network in which there are DG units and types of storage
systems and loads, and can be operated separately or
connected to the main distribution network [1].”
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A concept that is common in all definitions is the
presence of DGs in microgrids. In a way, a microgrid
integrates DG resources with loads, which has various
benefits, including:
•
Improves power quality.
•
Increases operating efficiency.
•
Increases system reliability during power
outages.
•
Reduces project costs [2].
1.1. Literature review
However, in addition to the benefits of microgrids, and
can meet the load's needs without emitting environmental
pollution, there have also problems and complexities to
control and protection [3]. Traditional distribution
systems are often radial and fed from one side. However,
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microgrids contain DG units and can be fed from two
sides, either connected to the main grid or separately from
the network, which disrupts the protection coordination of
the relays [4]. Some researchers proposed overcurrent
relays for microgrids protection [5-7]. This approach is
simple and economical but further studies should be
performed on these plans to separate the short circuit fault
from the transient states of the grid and also is influenced
by microgrid topology it is more effective in islanded
mode [1]. Some authors recommended directional
overcurrent relays [8-10]. This approach has an additional
complex coordination process and further studies should
be performed on these plans to separate the short circuit
fault from the transient states of the grid and is more
expensive than overcurrent relaying [1].
Some other researchers recommended distance
protection [11-13]. The main advantage of this plan is the
lack of influence of source impedance. The drawbacks of
this plan are the bidirectional power flow, power swing,
and high impedance faults can disrupt the protection plan.
Also, this plan is influenced by microgrid topology and is
expensive [1]. Some other authors recommended
implementing the differential protection plans [14,15].
This plan is sensitive and selective, fast and simple, and
independent of power swing and fault resistance [1]. Any
disturbance in telecommunication links or metering
equipment, or delays in telecommunications links, can
disrupt the whole plan. This plan is also too expensive [1].
Some researchers also implemented sequence or
symmetrical components approaches [16-19]. The most
important advantage of using this plan is that the relay
settings change during different grid operation conditions
and thus, the relay is prepared to detect any further fault
[1]. One of the most important weaknesses of this plan is
that it requires a lot of telecommunication links, and if any
of them is disrupted, the whole plan will be useless. Also,
this plan is influenced by microgrid topology and is too
expensive [1].
Some other researchers proposed frequency and
voltage-based approaches to protect the microgrids [2023]. One of the important advantages of these plans is that
the islanding detection is a low-cost prosecution and it
does not have detrimental effect on the power quality. One
of the biggest disadvantages of this plan is that there are
many unrecognizable zones for the plan [1]. Other
researchers proposed some methods based on traveling
waves [24,25]. This plan has two main advantages [1]:
1) The first advantage is that the location of the
fault can be correctly identified.
2) The second advantage of this plan is it detects the
fault quickly.
Also, this plan has the following drawbacks [1]:
1) This plan requires a high sampling rate.
2) This
plan
needs
a
low-bandwidth
communication channel to reach fast action.
Some other researchers proposed the multi-agent
system (MAS) approach for protection [26-30]. It is a
powerful tool that distributes the task of fault detection
across multiple agent systems and in a way, decomposes
the protection problem between multiple agent systems.
Also, this approach has the following drawbacks [1][31]:
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1) This plan has a peer-to-peer nature, so the
security of the protection plan can be threatened.
2) Intelligent agent plan must be done properly to
ensure the security and reliability of the plan.
3) These schemes often rely on a single CPU, which
becomes useless if this CPU is disrupted.
4) These plans require telecommunication links,
which increases the cost of the plan and the large burden
of telecommunication links can disrupt the
telecommunication operation, by grid & DG expansion.
1.2. Plan novelty
In this study, a bi-level multi-agent system (MAS)
approach has been proposed to protect AC microgrids. the
proposed Mas-based approach uses two vigorous
techniques that make more powerful agent systems. The
first agent detects and clears the faults in microgrid lines
by a pilot impedance technique and the second agent
detects and clears the internal faults of DGs by a Symlet
discrete transform. In this way, the protection burden is
decomposed between two agents and each agent has
100% reliability. The main advantages of the proposed
plan can summarize as:
•
The agents are very fast in fault detection.
•
The plan is not dependent on a single CPU
because each line has an independent agent.
•
The agents need no telecommunication link
together. So, the grid or DGs expansion will not influence
the plan and there will be no disturbance on the
communication link to disrupt the plan operation.
•
The plan reliability and selectivity is 100%.
•
Due to the lack of telecommunication links
usage, which usually costs a lot, the plan will have a
reasonable cost.
Various agent system-based schemes have been
proposed to protect the distribution networks or
microgrids so far. The main superiority of this study over
other plans is the plan does not need coordination between
protection installations or telecommunication links, while
the previously proposed agent systems require
coordination between protection installations or use
telecommunication links. In some cases, such plans do not
perform truly and the plan fails to operate. so the
reliability is overshadowed or the cost of the plan
increases too much [32-34].
2.

Proposed approach
The implemented network in Fig. 4 has two parts. The
first part is the network power lines and the second part is
the DGs that are connected to the buses. Fig. 1 shows the
proposed scheme for the protection of AC microgrid in
Fig. 4. Each agent operates independently of the other.
The first agent, determines the fault within each line
correctly, using the pilot impedance technique. Firstly, the
current and voltage samples of each terminal of the line
are sent to the agent. It then calculates the impedance for
both sides of the line by the pilot impedance equations.
Finally, the agent realizes that a fault has occurred by
evaluating this impedance.
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Fig. 1. Proposed agent system schematic
The second agent determines the fault within the DG
units using Symlet DWT. First, the second agent receives
the current and voltage output samples of each DG’s
output at its point of common connection (PCC) to the
microgrid. It then decomposes the signals using a second
level, eight order symlet DWT. Then, the mathematical
summation of the first and second-level details of the
signal is calculated at each moment. The obtained
summations for the voltage signal and the current signal
are multiplied by each other, and the agent detects the
fault by evaluating the changes’ rate of this product.
2.1. First agent
Fig. 2 is part of a microgrid, containing a line between
two buses, in which a fault has occurred in this line:

Z
V Bus L
Z DG L
i Bus L  i Bus R

(9)
Where the left side of (9) is considered as the pilot
impedance in point aspect of the left bus:
Z
V Bus L
Z DG L

V Bus L V Bus R  Z i Bus R 

Calculate details
summation of 2
levels
command

Pilot
section

Send the related
signal to breaker

Z
V Bus L
Z DG L

(10)

i Bus L  i Bus R

Also (6) can be rewritten as:

V Bus R V Bus L  Z i Bus R  ( Z )i Bus R  ( Z )i Bus L
By adding (𝑍𝑖𝐵𝑢𝑠𝐿 +

𝑍
𝑍𝐷𝐺𝑅

(11)

𝑉𝐵𝑢𝑠𝑅 ) to both sides of

(11):
V Bus R V Bus L  Z i Bus L 

Z
Z
V Bus R  ( Z )(i Bus L  i Bus R )  ( Z)(i Bus L  i Bus R )
V Bus R
Z DG R
Z DG R

(12)
By dividing both sides of (12) to (𝑖𝐵𝑢𝑠𝐿 + 𝑖𝐵𝑢𝑠𝑅 ):
V Bus R V Bus L  Z i Bus L 

Z
V Bus R
Z DG R

i Bus L  i Bus R

 (1   ) Z 

Z
V Bus R
Z DG R
i Bus L  i Bus R

(13)
Where the left side of (13) is considered as the pilot
impedance in point aspect of the right bus:
V Bus R V Bus L  Z i Bus L 
Z pilot R 

Z
V Bus R
Z DG R

(14)

i Bus L  i Bus R

But for an external fault as depicted in Fig. 3:
Fig. 2. a line of microgrid with internal fault
A KVL from the left side and right side to the fault
point is written according to (1):

V thL V thL .iL  ( Z )(iL  i DGL ) V thR V thR .iR  (1   ) Z (i R  i DGR )

(1)
Where a is the length of faulted line in percent, iDG L
and iDG R are the left side and right side DG contribution
respectively and voltage and current passing through the
buses can express as (2) to (5):
V thL V thL .i L V Bus L
(2)

V thR V thR .iR V Bus R

(3)

i L  i DG L  i Bus L

(5)

By interpreting (1) to (5) in (1):

V Bus L  ( Z )i Bus L V Bus R  (1   ) Z i Bus R
V Bus L V Bus R  Z i Bus R  ( Z )i Bus L  ( Z )i Bus R

By adding (

𝑍𝐷𝐺𝐿

i Bus L 
i Bus R 

(6)
(7)

𝑉𝐵𝑢𝑠𝐿 ) to both sides of (7):

V Bus L V Bus R  Z i Bus R 

Z
Z
V Bus L  ( Z )(i Bus L  i Bus R ) 
V Bus L
Z DG L
Z DG L

(8)
By dividing both sides of (8) to (𝑖𝐵𝑢𝑠𝐿 + 𝑖𝐵𝑢𝑠𝑅 ):
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V Bus L V Bus R

(15)

Z
V Bus L

(16)

V Bus R

Z

By implementation of (15) & (16) in pilot impedance
of right bus and left bus, (17) is concluded for external
faults:
(17)
Z pilot  Z pilot  
R

(4)

iR  i DGR  i Bus R

𝑍

Fig. 3. a line of microgrid with external fault
(15) & (16) can be expressed as:

L

Therefore, if the calculated pilot impedance is larger
than the threshold value, it means that a fault has occurred
outside the line and there is no need to operation of
breakers of line, but if the output impedance has less than
the threshold, This means that the fault occurred inside the
protected line and the breakers at both ends of the line
must operate and isolate the line. This is because a
microgrid can be non-radial as shown in Fig. 4 and if the
line is broken on one side, the fault is still fed on the other
side. The threshold value of agent operation is also set at
3000.
This threshold has been set to distinguish some
possible transient states, such as sudden changes in load,
and output power of renewable units, with faults. Each
change in load and renewables output is expressed with
its normal probability function in this study.
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2.2. Second agent
Initially, the current and voltage signals of each solar
and wind unit, are sampled and sent to the second agent
right at the PCC of units to the microgrid. Then each
signal is decomposed as:
DG output current signal: → (𝑔1 , ℎ1 )
(18)
DG output voltage signal: → (𝑔1 , ℎ1 )
(19)
Where:
1

2

2

g current signal: → (𝑔 , ℎ )

(20)

1

g voltage signal: → (𝑔2 , ℎ2 )

(21)

So:
current signal: → (𝑔2 , ℎ2 , ℎ1 )
voltage signal: → (𝑔2 , ℎ2 , ℎ1 )
where:

(22)
(23)

g n   g 1n ,g n2 ,g3n ,g n4 ,g5n ,g 6n ,g 7n ,g8n 

(24)

h n   h1n , h2n , h3n , h4n , h5n , h6n , h7n , h8n 

(25)

The current signal of each DG can be decomposed as
(26):
N

N

current DW T   h 1 I _ DG  k    h 2 I _ DG  k



(26)
The voltage signal of each DG can be decomposed as
(27):
k 1

k 1

N

N

voltage DW T   h 1 V _ DG  k    h 2 V _ DG  k



(27)
Where the N is the order of DWT that has been set on
8. Then the CC index is defined according to (28):
(28)
CC index  current DWT voltage DWT
Then the agent system calculates the rate of changes
of the CC index. Two scenarios May happen:
k 1

A)

If

𝑑(𝐶𝐶)
𝑑𝑡
𝑑(𝐶𝐶)

k 1

> 0, the fault is inside of DG.

B) If
< 0, the fault is outside of DG.
𝑑𝑡
This index will experience a sharp negative rate if the
fault occurred outside of the DG unit. If this fault has
occurred within the DG unit, this index will experience a
sharp positive change. So, the derivation of the CC index
is sent to the second agent’s relay. The threshold margin
value of this agent is considered to be 1300.
3. Results and discussion
In this section, the implemented network case study is
interpreted at first, and then the proposed plan is
implemented on the under-study network.
3.1. Implemented case study
To implement the proposed plan, a 5-bus microgrid is
implemented according to Fig. 4:

Fig. 4. understudy microgrid
circular grids have the following advantages over
radial grids:
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1) They have less blackout compared to the radial grid.
2) They don’t need to use maneuver lines.
3) There is no worry about the insulation failure of the
lines.
Also, the technical characteristics of photovoltaic
panels can be expressed by Table. 1:
Table. 1. photovoltaic panels feature
Solar panels characteristics
Peak power (WP)
335
Open circuit voltage (V)
46.24
Short circuit current (A)
9.30
Voltage at Pmax (V)
38.12
Current at Pmax (A)
8.79
Efficiency (%)
17.19
Dimension (mm)
992*1964*35
Weight (Kg)
21.6 (+/-0.1)
Irradiation rate limit (in
1000 [1/s] /
PSCAD)
(W/m2/sec)
Temperature rate limit (in
5 [1/s] / (C/sec)
PSCAD)
Fire safety classification
Class C
Number of series modules
36
per array
Number of parallel
24
modules per array
Number of cells per panel
72
And the tie-line characteristics are depicted according
to Table. 2:
Table. 2. lines characteristics
Tie line
R(ohm)
L (mH)
L1
0.23 mH
0.38 
L2
0.16 mH
0.45 
L3
0.29 mH
0.49 
L4
0.32 mH
0.71 
L5
0.18 mH
0.65 
Also, the technical characteristics of wind units are
represented by Table. 3:
Table. 3. wind units feature
windfarm characteristics
Rated power
2000kW
Cut-in wind speed
4m/s
Rated wind speed
13m/s
Cut-out wind speed
25m/s
Rotor diameter
90 m
Number of blades
3
Max rotor speed
14.9 U/min
Gearbox efficiency
97%
Governor proportional gain
6.2 [deg/p.u]
Governor integral gain
6.2
Governor deferential gain
0.05 [deg/p.u]
Governor gain multiplier
30 [deg/pu]
Tip speed
70 m/s
tower height
80*95*105 m
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The following uncertainties are also considered for the
network:
1) load uncertainty
2) Connection or disconnection from the main grid
3) Type of fault
4) fault impedance
5) fault location
6) Output of wind and solar units
These uncertainties are implemented according to the
Table. 4:
Table. 4. uncertainty parameters of microgrid
parameter
Different status
Wind capacity
Wind speed=Norm (13,4)
PV capacity
Temp= Norm (40-10), Irrad=
Norm (1200-200)
Fault location
Lines (#1-2-3-4-5), DGs (#67-8-9)
Fault type
1  (AG)- 2  (ABG)- 3 
Fault impedance
Connection to
main grid
load

(ABCG)
Bolt-10  -30  -60 
Connect (1), disconnect (0)
Norm (70,20Kw – 40,15Kvar)

Fault locations of #6-7-8-9 refer to fault inside of in
DGs 1,2,3,4 respectively and fault location of #1-2-3-4-5
refers to a fault in lines of 1,2,3,4,5 respectively.
Uncertainties in the form of lists, such as fault
location, fault type, fault impedance, and grid operation
mode, do not require sampling and are defined as numbers
(real or binary) for the Multiplerun module. Uncertainties,
which are in the form of probability density function
(PDF), are sampled using the CDF-1 method in Excel
software in the first step. Then, the samples are entered
into the Multiplerun module as the real numbers. Finally,
all the uncertainties are implemented simultaneously in
the Multiplerun block during simulation.
3.2. Simulation results
Uncertainties considered as normal PDFs, always
change throughout the simulation independently. Other
parameters such as fault location, fault impedance, type of
fault, connection or disconnection of the microgrid from
the main grid also created a total of 216 different states.
Also, ten samplings were performed for PDFs using the
library Monte Carlo method in each different 216 states.
This means that ten sets of sampling are performed for
each of these 216 cases. Eventually, 2160 different modes
emerge. Table. 5 depicts the implemented agent’s
operation on line 3, under all 2160 different modes:
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Table. 5a. L3 agent operation for fault in its zone
First
second
agent
agent
uncertainty
relay
relay
command
command
on L3
on DGs
R load ~ N(70,
20Kw|40,15Kvar)
Wind speed ~N
(13, 4)
temp ~N (40, 10)
Irrad ~N
(1200,200)
1
0
Fault type (1-2-3
phase)
Fault impedance
(0-10-30-60)
Fault location
(#3)
PCC (0-1)

Table. 5b. L3 agent operation for external faults 1 to 5
First
second
agent
agent
uncertainty
relay
relay
command
command
on L3
on DGs
R load ~ N(70,
20Kw|40,15Kvar)
Wind speed ~N
(13, 4)
temp ~N (40, 10)
Irrad ~N
(1200,200)
0
0
Fault type (1-2-3
phase)
Fault impedance
(0-10-30-60)
Fault location
(#1-2-4-5)
PCC (0-1)
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Table. 5c. L3 agent operation for external faults 6 to 9
First
second
agent
agent
uncertainty
relay
relay
command
command
on L3
on DGs
R load ~ N(70,
20Kw|40,15Kvar)
Wind speed ~N
(13, 4)
temp ~N (40, 10)
Irrad ~N
(1200,200)
0
1
Fault type (1-2-3
phase)
Fault impedance
(0-10-30-60)
Fault location
(#6-7-8-9)
PCC (0-1)

Table. 6b. DG 4 agent action for external faults 6 to 8
First
second
agent
agent relay
uncertainty
relay
command
command
on DGs’ 4
on lines
R load ~ N(70,
20Kw|40,15Kvar)
Wind speed ~N (13,
4)
temp ~N (40, 10)
Irrad ~N (1200,200)
Fault type (1-2-3
0
0
phase)
Fault impedance (010-30-60)
Fault location (#6-78)
PCC (0-1)

Table. 6 depicts the implemented agent’s operation on
the DG 4, under all 2160 different modes. A fault has
occurred in the wind generator.

Table. 6c. DG 4 agent action for internal fault
First
second
agent
agent relay
uncertainty
relay
command
command
on DGs’ 4
on lines
R load ~ N(70,
20Kw|40,15Kvar)
Wind speed ~N
(13, 4)
temp ~N (40, 10)
Irrad ~N
(1200,200)
0
1
Fault type (1-2-3
phase)
Fault impedance
(0-10-30-60)
Fault location (#9)
PCC (0-1)

Table. 6a. DG 4 agent action for external faults 1 to 5
First
second
agent
agent
uncertainty
relay
relay
command command
on lines
on DGs’ 4
R load ~ N(70,
20Kw|40,15Kvar)
Wind speed ~N
(13, 4)
temp ~N (40, 10)
Irrad ~N
(1200,200)
0
0
Fault type (1-2-3
phase)
Fault impedance
(0-10-30-60)
Fault location (#12-3-4-5)
PCC (0-1)

Also, Fig. 5 depicts the operation of 2 agents under
different fault locations:
1
0.5
0
1

2

3

4

first agent command

5

6

7

8

9

second agent command

Fig. 5. agent’s operation in different locations
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Fig. 5 demonstrates the first agent system operates for
faults in zones 1 to 5 where is its protection zone, and the
relay output is equal to 1. On the other hand, the agent
output is zero for faults in zones 6 to 9 where is not its
zone and the agent does not act truly.
Also, the second agent system operates for faults in
zones 6 to 9 where is its protection zone, and the relay
output is equal to 1. On the other hand, the agent output is
zero for faults in zones 1 to 5 where is not its zone and the
agent does not act truly. This means the reliability and
selectivity of the agents are 100%.
Figs. 6 & 7 depicts the first agent decision signal for
the internal and external faults in line 1 for grid
disconnected mode:

Fig. 9. current waveform in aspect of bus 1 (L1 fault)

Fig. 10. voltage waveform in aspect of bus 2 (L1 fault)

Fig. 6. 1st agent decision signal (2  ,30  fault in L1)

Fig. 11. current waveform in aspect of bus 2 (L1 fault)

Fig. 7. 1st agent decision signal (2  ,30  fault out of
L1)
as it is visible in Figs 6 and 7, the almost constant and
finite value of pilot impedance is related to an internal
fault but a huge value for pilot impedance is related to an
external fault for a line.
Also, Figs 8 to 11 depict the voltage and current
waveforms for the internal 3 phase, bolt fault in 40% of
the initial line 1 near to bus 1 in grid-connected mode:

Figs. 12 and 13 depict the second agent decision signal
for the internal and external faults in DG 2 for grid
disconnected mode:

Fig. 12. 2nd agent decision signal (3  ,30  fault in PV
unit of DG2)

Fig. 8. voltage waveform in aspect of bus 1 (L1 fault)

Fig. 13. 2nd agent decision signal (3  ,30  fault in L2)
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as it is visible in Figs 12 & 13, the incremental ramp
rate in the input signal of the second agent system
meaning to an internal fault, and incremental ramp rate
meaning to an external fault.
4. Conclusion
The presence of distributed generation sources in a
microgrid changes its radial nature. This can cause
conventional protection schemes to maloperation or be
disrupted completely. Various approaches have been
proposed to resolve this problem by researchers. But each
plan has its drawbacks including the plan’s cost, the poor
performance of the plan in some conditions that threaten
the reliability, complex online calculations, etc. In this
study, a bi-level multi-agent system is presented for AC
microgrid protection. The first level detects any faults on
lines in less than one cycle using the pilot impedance
technique and sends the trip command to the breaker. The
second agent detects any faults within the distributed
generations using a Discrete Wavelet Transform in
maximum of 5 milliseconds and sends the trip command
to the breaker. Therefore, the operational advantages of
the plan can be summarized as:
1) High-performance speed in fault detection
2) Requires current and voltage samples only
3) Any disruption in an agent operation does not
influence other agents and doesn’t disrupt the other
agents.
Also, the proposed plan has a reasonable cost to
implement and has 100% reliability.
5.
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